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Synopsis of Interactive Culinary Experience: “KTK’s Cook-Off” 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————-------------- 
Interactive Culinary Experiences (ICE) are entertaining, hands-on cooking events where teams of participants 
collaborate on various real world business challenges in the context of an active working kitchen while networking 
and preparing their own meals. One of our most popular ICE events, “KTK’s Cook-Off” is a cooking 
competition where your group will be divided into teams and put face-to-face (and skillet-to-skillet) in a timed 
culinary challenge preparing a multi-coursed menu, under the guidance of multiple Executive Chefs, from a 
variety of mystery ingredients. Following this heated and festive culinary duel, your team sits down to enjoy the 
food they have prepared while a panel of judges rates their creations. The objectives of “KTK’s Cook-Off”: 
collaborating creatively in an unfamiliar environment, effective communication while busy, community building 
and having fun.  
 
Flow: 
Your group arrives at the kitchen facility and is welcomed with an open bar (optional), typically wine, beer, soda & 
water, and allowed to mingle for 15-20 minutes. After they’ve had a few minutes to relax and adjust to their new 
environment, they are directed to the kitchen area where multiple workstations have been set-up with cutting 
boards and knives. Adjacent to the workstations is a large table overflowing with a variety of market foods and 
produce. The group are given aprons and chef toques, then asked to thoroughly wash their hands. The chef 
facilitator then directs the group’s attention to a short PowerPoint presentation where “KTK’s Cook-Off” is 
explained in detail, including safety protocols for the kitchen, cook-off rules and objectives.  
 
The group is divided into their teams, or teams are created, and are introduced to their mentoring chef. Once 
introductions have been made, the chef facilitator unveils the mystery ingredients, with each team getting one 
ingredient to focus their menu on, examples of ingredients include: whole fish, wild mushrooms, whole beef 
tenderloin, Etc. (All ingredients will have been vetted with the group’s coordinator during the planning period to 
insure all dietary needs are met.) The group is then instructed to create a multi-coursed menu focusing on that 
ingredient using any of the market foods or produce available to them. The chefs’ roles in “KTK’s Cook-Off” are 
to guide the teams through the cooking challenge, help them develop a menu utilizing the mystery ingredients and 
to introduce the necessary culinary techniques needed to prepare the menu. The chefs can help provide ideas and 
suggestions, but the teams must align around a menu, divvy up the tasks and work in unison to finish the menu 
within the allotted time frame (usually 1 ½ hours).  
 
Teams are judged on their teamwork, complete use of their ingredient (ie. no waste), menu creativity, presentation 
of the finished dishes and, of course, how the menu tastes. (Criteria for judging the winning team can be 
customized to meet a client’s experiential goals, for example including a dish from multinational corporation’s 
native cuisine on the menu). During the cooking period the teams are reminded every 30 minutes how much time 
is left and are instructed on the best way to present and serve the food when the allotted time is up. Once the 
judge(s) has had a chance to assess the teams, dinner is served buffet style. (Arrangements are made for dessert.) 
Toward the end of dinner, the chef facilitator will reflect on the activity with the different teams, getting specific 
feedback and team impressions of their experience, discuss his observations of the finished menus and announce 
the winning team. Winning teams will receive a small gift. 
 
Total Running Time: 2 ½ to 3 ½ Hours (Including Dinner Period)  Capacity: 10 to 50 Participants 


